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Mid-October Scout
Set From Dahomey
The Republic of Dahomey, located on the west coast of Africa, between Togo and Nigeria, has honored its Boy Scouts with four different stamps and a perforated
souvenir sheet with the same four
values.

Designed in Paris, by Claude
Haley, the designs appear in three
colors each: 5 francs, Scout signaling; l0fr., Scout banners and
flags; 30f., two Scouts at campfire,
map outline of their country; and
50f., Scouts building bridges.

The souvenir sheet is 3.89 x 6.63
inches in size, printed horizontally. The first day of issue was
scheduled for October 17.

SIDNEY, OHIO, NOVEMBER 28, 1966

Whole Number 1986

Boy And Girl Sco11ts, Scouting
Popular Topical Subject; First
Issue Antedates Organization
The Scouts on Stamps Society International is now celebrating its
15th anniversary year. During the current year more than 1300 members have enjoyed its benefits and fellowship, and it is interesting to
note that 49 of these 1300 present members joined the Society in the
first year of its existence.
The SOSSI roster includes collectors from all but two of the 50
states of the United States and from 48 countries around the world.
Though most of them are adult men and women, there is a growing
number of Junior members.
Sixteen regional chapters are boree in Farragut State Park, Idanow active in areas where there ho, August 1 - 9 next year.
are concentrations of members, to Most of the members of the soprovide fellowship, exchange of ciety either are or have been
material, and interesting pro- members of the Boy Scout or Girl
grams relative to Scouts on Scout (or Guide) Assn. in their
Stamps. Liaison and cooperative countries, but such membership
efforts are carried on with groups is not a requisite of membership.
with similar interests in Austral- The objectives of SOSSI include
ia, Austria, Great Britain, and the the promotion of international
good will and understanding by
Benelux counties.
means of Scout philately, the constant study of issues of stamps related to the Scouting movement,
its activities and individuals associated with it, and the sharing of
such information with everyone interested in Scouts on Stamps.
Through the pages of the Society's monthly "Journal" pertinent material on current and coming issues is offered along with a
wide variety of articles, geared to
the varying interests and ages of
the membership.
The Journal also provides contact with sources of Scout philatelic material, Scout seals and other related items. Through its newWilliam E. Hoffmann
ly inaugurated sales service it afPresident of SOSSI
fords Scouting associations and opIn addition to these organized portunity to market Scout philagroups there is a considerable ex- telic material which is being sold
change of correspondence, materi- for the direct benefit of the unit
al and informational material be- involved.
tween members in each country SOSSI is in no way organically
and between countries on a genu- related to any of the National Boy
Scout and Girl Scout associations,
ine "People to People" basis.
Officers of the society represent but it maintains a cooperative remany parts of the world and the lationship with them through the
various sections of the United World Scouting Bureau.
States giving the organization a The collecting and study of
truly
international
structure. Scouts on Stamps has a truly
Though the group does not have "round the world'' flavor since
stated international business ses- there are 80 countries to date
sions, it does have reunions of which have issued stamps relatmembers at the Boy Scout World ed to the Boy Scout and Girl
Jamborees held in various parts Scout movements. Among the newof the world and at various Na- est additions to the list are Guatemala , the Republic of Upper Voltional Jamborees.
ta, Saudi Arabia, and Dahomey.
Plans and preparations are now Though the earliest stamps recwell under way for one of the ognized as related to Scouting,
biggest gatherings of this kind to
( Continued on page 15)
be held at the XII World Jam-
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SCOUTS ON STAMPS SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL
OFFICERS FOR 1967
President-William E. Hoffmann, New Brunswick, N. J.
Journal Editor-Joseph A. Muller, Westbury, N. Y.
Vice Presidents-Frank N. Harris, Elmhurst, Ill.; John J. Juhasz,
Bound Brook, N. J.; Tamotsu Murayama, Tokyo, Japan; Sherman
Pratt, Baltimore, Md.
Secretary-Jay L. Rogers, Hicksville, N. Y.
Treasurer-William Parkin, Middletown, Conn.
Past President-W. Arthur McKinney, Highland Park, N. J.
Directors-Russell H. Eliot, Foxboro, Mass.; Charles Fisk, Homewood, Calif.; Harry Harcher, Chatham, N. J.; George V. Holland,
Detroit, Mich.; Milton Klein, Atlanta, Ga.; W. Arthur McKinney,
Highland Park, N.J.; Roy E. Rhodes, London, England; Harry D.
Thorsen Jr., Winnetka, Ill.; Paul Vaughan, Don Mills, Canada.
Membership dues include the monthly journal of news on coming,
current and past issues of Scouts on Stamps, chapter notes, offers to
sell and trade and swap stamps, covers, seals, cancellations and other
material related to Scouts on Stamps.
For applications, collectors may write William E. Hoffmann, 200
Hoffman Blvd., New Brunswick, N. J. 08901, including a stamped
envelope and mentioning Linn's Weekly Stamp News.
REGIONAL CHAPTERS

I. Baden-Powell-Kenneth Surdell chairman, 1027 N. Marchfield,
Chicago, 22, Ill.
II. George Washington-Carl F. Schauer chairman, 177 Mohawk
Dr., Cranford, N. J.
III. Region One-(New England Area)-Williarn Parkin chairman, 109 Broad St., Middletown, Conn.
IV. Liberty Bell-Martin Kolsky chairman, 2160 Benson St., Philadelphia, Pa. 98103.
V. Seattle-Alfred Cettie chairman, 3829 Woodlawn Ave., Seattle,
Wash. 98103.
VI. Old Glory-Sherman Pratt chairman, 449 Anglesea St., Baltimore, Md. 21224.
VII. Dixie-Milton Klein chairman, 2868 Sequoyah Dr., Atlanta,
Ga. 30327.
VIII. Great Lakes-Leonard Tarczynski chairman, 24650 W.
Warren Ave., Dearbourn Hts., Mich.
IX. Golden Bear-Malcolm Lorente chairman, 3870 Yosemite, Napa,
California.
X. Sunset Trails-Aaron H. Lipman chairman, 1115 S. La Cienga
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
XI. Dan Beard-Robert Gelwicks chairman, 1738 Devils Backbone
Rd. , Cincinnati, Ohio.
XII. Palmetto-Robert E. Moorer chairman, 61 Folly Rd., Windemere, Charleston, S. C.
XIII. St. Louis-(inactive) .
XIV. Mapleleaf-Henry Oag chairman, 26 Cleveland St., Toronto 7,
Ont., Canada.
XV. Mohawk Valley-Herbert J . Roes chairman, 1722 Randolph
Rd., Schenectady, N. Y. 12308.
XVI. Tokyo-Tamotsu Murayama chairman, 4 Yoshikubu - cho,
Meguru-ku , Tokyo, Japan.
XVII. Theodore Roosevelt-Raymond Roe chairman.
COOPERATING CLUBS

Austrian Boy Scout Stamp Collectors Club
Benelux Collectors Club
Scout Stamp Collectors Club-England
(These are independent societies with which SOSSI cooperates and has
frequent contact.)
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The First Scout Stamp:
Czechoslovakia, November 7, 1918
Harry D. Thorsen Jr.
In any topical collection there is always great interest in the "first"
stamp issued. This honor rightfully goes to the former Czech Scouts
after World War I when the League of Nations formed their country.
The Sea Scouts provided postal service from November 7 to 25,
1918, for the National Committee of Liberation, while their Country was
having a new birth of freedom.
(Editor's Note: Mr. Thorsen is
Under the leadership of their
Chief Scout, Roessler· Orovsky, of- member No. 1 of Scouts on Stamps
ficial mail was distributed between Society, International. His book
the city hall, police, parliament, "Boy Scouts Stamps of the World"
and the railroad station in the cap- in 1949 started the interest that
ital city, Prague.
formed this society. He served as
An ingenious method of produc- its president for the first five years ,
ing the stamps for this service in- and as a director since 1956.)
volved printing from a typographed
plate with the perforations and the
embossing all made in the same
impression. This accounts for the
outline of color seen on the perforations.
The top inscription means " Czech
Scout Post" ; the lower means " In
the Service of the National Government". Cancellation " N. V." in
a circle is " National Committee".
Cancel " Posta Skautu" is " Scouts
Post" in black, violet and red inks.
Produced from single dies there
are no genuine pairs or blocks. The
10h. was for post cards and the 20h.
for letters with the Scout collecting the fee upon delivery.
Each letter was actually "registered" mail since the receiver was
required to sign his own name in
a rubber stamped space on the envelope, remove the contents, and
return the envelope to the Scout
as a receipt for delivery.
Because of great intrigue and distrust of political enemies each of
some 96 Sea Scouts had his signature on approved lists to be compared by the government officials
before they accepted the mail and
disclosed their identity.
The Scouts, therefore, had to
sign their names on the envelopes
first, for this proof as official messengers. Forgeries of the stamps
and envelopes are known and are
crudely made. Post cards were
printed from the 10 haleru plate
and are very rare.
Both stamps were overprinted on
December 21, 1918 " Prijezd President a Masaryk" for one day of
postal use (means arrival of
President Masaryk). Only 600
copies of each were unofficially
printed and are questionable collectors items.
These are also faked upon genuine stamps, as well as forged
stamps. Some catalogs do not list
these stamps since they were issued before the country was organized. Yet, they have seen more
postal service than many listed
stamps.
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WELLINGTON· 5-13 JAN. 1966
THIS SOUVENIR COVER issued by the Boy Scouts Assn. of New

Zealand is an excellent example of an ideal Scout issue: a Scout
badge design in the stamp, first day Scout cancel at a national
Jamboree, official cachet design in three colors, blue, yellow and
black. The addressee is the Executive Commissioner of the Boy
Scouts World Bureau located in Ottawa, Canada.
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BADEN-POWELL ON WORLD STAMPS is the subject of this display of a round dozen color prints of stamps which feature his
portrait. The famous British general was born in England in 1857,
and founded the Scout Movement in 1907. He died January 8,
1941 at the age of 84, leaving as his last message to Scouts : " Try
to leave this world a little better than you found it."
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SCOUTING
(Continued from page 1)

predated the founding of the movement in 1910, they are directly related to Scouting because they pieture the founder of the movement,
Lord Robert Baden - Powell and
one of his corps of boys who were
involved in the siege of Mafeking
during the Boer War.
It is interesting to note that the
program of training and activities
which the then Gen. Baden-Powell
gave his corps involved character
building, physical fitness, self-reliance, com_muntiy service, and
camp and pioneer craft.
It was from the benfits and enjoyment received from this program that the germ of the Scouting program developed. The original trio of Cape of Good Hope
stamps was of a definitely "home
made" nature and were used postally in Mafeking siege. Two of
the stamps show portraits of Baden - Powell while the third one
pictures a boy messenger on a
bicycle whom Baden - Powell in
later years called his first Boy
Scout.
Olave, the Lady Baden - Powell,
widow of the founder of the Scouting movement has maintained a
keen interest in the activities and
growth of SOSSI and was its most
honored guest at the Society's Reunion at the 1964 National Jamboree of Boy Scouts of America.
She has accepted the invitation
to participate in the SOSSI meeting to be held at the 1967 World
Jamboree in Idaho.
The collecting of Scouts on
Stamps and related material continues to grow in popularity because of its universal appeal, not
only to both men and women
who have an interest in Scouting,
but also to younger collectors who
are currently enjoying the benefits of Scouting.
In addition to the collecting of
the Scout stamp issues and the
first day covers and cards of these
issues, many collectors find pleasure in seeking out special Scout
postal cancellations, meter cancels, non-postal seals issued by
national associations, postal stationery and various other related

material.
Thus the hobby has interests for
all ages, degrees of involvement
and the personal resources of the
collector.
The Society welcomes new memhers and makes its membership
application form available through
its secretary or through individual
members who may make new
member proposals.
The Scouts on Stamps Society
International, through its president, William E. Hoffmann, registers its appreciation to Linn's
Weekly Stamp News and its editors , for again featuring Scouts
on Stamps and SOSSI.
This courtesy extended to our
Society and other specialized philatelic groups is another one of the
many services provided by Linn's
which is appreciated and applauded by stamp collectors of all ages
in all parts of the world.
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= margins b = face value c = design
d = country
e = postmark circle £=slogan
At the top is a typical example of a meter slogan cancellation,
this time a tribute to Scouting. It is one of many used by the National Council, Boy Scouts of America, in New Brunswick, N. J.
Below is a slogan cancellation collector's dissection of a similar
design, with the salient factors indicated by arrows and duly described.

Scout Meter Slogans
A Breakthrough For Youth
Howard R. Reeves
Is there anything different or unsual for a youngster to collect
and study in the Scout philatelic field? Is there anything that hasn't
been covered by the experts?
Yes-Scout meter slogans. This is a vast uncharted ocean of philatelic material unsailed by the experts for lack of daring-since it is
terrifyingly huge in scope-or time. But here is the "Breakthrough for
Youth".
The youngster who likes Scout meters present an interesting cross
philately and wants an origi- section of Scouting.
nal subject to study has an excel- Here we find the things for which
lent topic in Scout meter slogans. Scouting is noted and a sizeable
However, he must be prepared collection could probably be made
(no puns intended) for a fantastic of meters featuring any of these
task. The ordinary limitations of topics. The list of subjects ina philatelic issue do not apply to cludes the following and more.
meters.
Conservation, "Register and
Thus, a the number of Scout me- Vote" campaigns, safety, jamboter slogans is compounded by a rees, Scouting anniversaries, physmultitude of cities, slogans, meter ical fitness, hiking, camping, "Supmachines, the long period of time port Scouting" campaigns, charduring which Scout meters have acter building, patriotism, religion,
been used, and the fact that there and the fact that Scouting builds
are both Boy Scout and Girl Scout better citizens for the future.
meter slogans.
And , speaking of the future, if
In spite of its more formidable Scout meter slogans come to enaspects, Scout meter slogan col- joy the genuine interest of Scout
lecting can be a fascinating field of philatelists, then meters have a
endeavor. Aside from the strictly great future in a great associaphilatelic side of the subject, these tion.

Read

"WORLD
SCOUTING"
every month
An Early 1955 Scouting slogan from London.
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The "girls" with Mr. Zip at the Houston, Texas post office.

Earning A Merit Badge
In Stamp Collecting
Mrs. E. W. Viel
Lesson Three
We Visit the Main Post Office in Town
About ten days before, I had written a letter to our postmaster,
Granville W. Elder, whom I have known for 15 years or more, and
who is a very fine stamp collector, asking for permission for my group
of Girl Scouts and myself to visit the post office and see first hand
just how the mail is handled. It's a revelation; every stamp collector
should avail himself of this privilege.
A quick reply gave us permission
to visit. Mr. Eider's letter told us ly, I tipped my hat to the post
where to park our cars, and that office for its many achievements.
a guide would meet us .
After the tour, for which we
Before we started, I gave each thanked our guide, we went to the
girl a 6¾" envelope, with a stuffer front of the building and to the
in it. I showed them where to write stamp windows. Here we gathered
their names and addresses, in small in a group, while I told the girls
letters , at the lower right corner. about the Philatelic Window, where
These we took with us .
they could buy commemoratives
Our new post office is a modern, and other philatelic items. They
impressive building, about ten bought some stamps, a stamped
miles from my home, via the free- envelope, and one of the Kennedy
way .
airletter sheets.
It take-; about 20 minutes to get I introduced Mr. King to my girls .
there . The landscaping around the Mr. King gave us some paper to
building recently won an award. use as stuffers. The girls addressed
It is very attractive.
the piece of stationery to themWe were met by a guide at the selves. On the envelope I had givemployee's entrance , who intro- en them , they placed a commemduced herself. She told us we would orative and deposited it in the mail
start our tour at the platform box.
where the trucks brought in the
The embossed envelope we took
mail, and then show us every op- to one of the special desks and
eration a piece of mail goes asked them if they would have
through, from the time it is re- them hand cancelled for us. We of
ceived un til it is delivered. The course explained who we were, and
girls were allowed to help in the why we wanted the hand cancel.
operation at several places, much The gentleman was most gracious
to their delight.
and the hand cancels came through
It is an amazing set up , in which beautifully. This gave the girls two
electronics play a large part. It cancels and two different types of
was amusing to see large and small collecting, commemorative stamps
trays go up an escalator and and postal stationery.
then disperse in different direc- Inside the main doors of the post
tions, because of tiny bits of metal office are two life size card board
placed in slots on the trays.
images of Mr. Zip. We asked for
I think the place we all found permission to take one of them out
the most interesting was a section side, in order to take pictures. I
called the "NIXIES " . This is where asked the girls to group themselves
the letters go that have incom- around Mr. Zip, upon which I took
plete or unreadable addresses and their pictures. There are only eight
so on . This is an individual opera- girls in the picture because one
tion. How the clerks find some of girl was on a vacation trip.
the addresses, and their way of
finding them, is really something.
Believe me , your respect for the
post office, its employees, and the
way your mail is handled, will go
up, after a visit of this kind.
We spent over two hours there,
with every one impressed. Mental-
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Boy and Girl Scout Stamps of

by Harry D. Thorsen Jr.
and W. Arthur McKinney is handbook No. 42 of the American Topical Assn. This 52 - page brochure
describes both philatelically and
topically all Scouting stamps of the
world. Every issue is illustrated
and checklisted.
Complete catalog information is
provided: date of issue, Scott numbers, name of printer, type of
printing, quantity issued, number
of stamps in a sheet, description
of first day cancellations, denominations, colors, designs, followed
by paragraphs of fifty to several
hundred words completely describing the background of the particular issue.
Sections are arranged alphabetically by country and chronologially within a country where there is
more than one issue for that land.
Postal stationery and non-Scott
the World

items are included as well as
listed ones.
A special feature is the inclusion
of 12 full color plates showing
scout stamps_in original colors a!1d
a ~omplete_ list of. world countries
which participate in Boy and Girl
Scoutmg.
Orders for Boy and Girl Scout
Stamps of the World, 1964 edition,
are being accepted at $2 (21 IRC)
from American Topical Assn., 3300
N. 50th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53216.
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kyu stamps, a dozen varieties of
Girl Scout cancellations have been
used by the U.S. Post Office. Most
difficult to find are the hand cancel varieties.
So far, I haven't mentioned Girl
Scout/Girl Guide philately of other countries. Build a collection from

Girl Scout Philately
Floyd W. Steutel-Dean
The first Scout commemorative stamp this country issued honored
the woman who brought the splendid Scout program to the girls of
America, from Great Britain where the movement had been officially
launched by Agnes Baden-Powell. On October 29, 1948, a 3c green
stamp pictured the trefoil and Mrs. Juliette Gordon Low.
Special first day exercises were held outside the Museum-the
original meeting place of the first U.S.A. Girl Guides (name later
changed to Girl Scouts)-at 330 Drayton St., Savannah, Ga.
The speaker I most delighted in
hearing was Mrs. Low's niece, appeared November 14, 1930, when
Mrs. Daisy Gordon Lawrence , this the St. Louis, Mo. Council honored
country's first registered Girl the visit of Rear Admiral Richard
Scout. A tour of the Museum thrill- E. Byrd to that city. Two cachets
ed me with its wealth of Scout were published, one printed in
memorabilia.
green, another rubber stamped.
In all, the United States Post During the Global War patriotics
Office Department has issued four were put out by Fleetwood, one of
stamps for the Girl Scout move- them picturing a Girl Scout and a
ment, only two of which, however, Boy Scout collecting scrap metal.
were actually for use in the States. Scouts themselves made patriThe second appeared on the 50th otics by pasting onto envelopes picbirthday of the organization in this tures of GS war drive posters of or
country, an exceptionally-for U.S. of Scouts in war bond sales camcommemoratives-beautiful 4c bi- paigns.
color with first day of sale March
Readily available cachets began
12, 1962 at Balboa, Canal Zone.
with the many appearing on first
day covers of the Juliette Low commemorative of 1948. All four Senior Roundups had cacheted covers.
Many other Scout events have also
been so honored, including Lady
Olave Baden-Powell's attendance at
the Girl Scout Rally in Knoxville,
Tenn., last March 6.
The third commemorative apGirl Scout troops have published
peared July 24, 1962, a red design cachets for visits to Our Canana
picturing an In termediate Scout in Mexico and for other special
( ! ) . It was issued for the Third events. Several came from st.amp
National Senior Roundup , at But- exhibitions put on by the Long
ton Bay, Vt.
Island GS Stamp Club. The Scouts
The fourth special stamp was for on Stamps Society, International,
the tenth anniversary of the had a GS-BS cachet for this year's
Ryukyu Girl Scouts of the U.S. INTERPEX, and an exceptionally
Far East Council. This multicol- beautiful one for SUNTRAPEX '66.
ored 3c value went on sale August
Cancellations hold the interest of
31, 1964.
many philatelists. Besides those apBuilding a collection of Girl plied to the Canal Zone and RyuScout philately can be as satisfying and challenging a hobby as any
topical can offer. With only four
stamps? Well, why stop therethat's where the challenge begins!
Anyone can build a collection of
horses, religion, royal personages,
or music , for instance.
Were you ever interested in precancels? There are many local precancels on Girl Scout stamps; I
have 61 from a dozen states. Or
perfins? I have few of them, from
three states.
And what about meter slogans?
Early ones are very difficult to get.
But endless searching, with occasional rewards, is part of the sport
of philately-the thrill of the hunt.
There are quite a lot of meter slogans to fill a section of your album.
Girl Scout cachets-what a grand
collection you can build! I know of
more than 200 different designs that
have been issued, with many more
color varieties.
The earliest known GS cachet
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all the wonderful world of Scouting
and you will have a big enough
topical to require all of your hobby
time and cash. You won't need
any other area of interest!
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have ever been in Scouting. We
have local chapters in many cities of the United States and Canada, and in several countries of the
world.

The stamp as issued

As seen on a first day cover, here are the five Baden-Powell
stamps issued by Guatemala last March 3. The 20c (lower right) is
the design discussed by the writer.

Scout Stamp Collectors
Are Specialists
Harry D. Thorsen Jr.

There is probably no other single group of stamp collectors who
collect more avidly than do the collectors of Scout philately. Where
do you find more enthusiasm than among a group of adults and youth
who collect and study their stamps in every conceivable form:
Original artwork, suggested designs, stories behind the stamps, all the countries of the world exScout cancellations, postage meter cept the communist nations.
slogans, first day covers, rarities, The features of world brotherdie proofs, trial color proofs, er- hood and world peace have never
rors , as well as postal stationery been acceptable to the USSR, even
and the labels and seals that pro- though their "Boy Pioneers" have
vide funds for Boy and Girl copied much of the Scout program
Scouts in many countries of the without the ideals.
You are invited to join our soworld?
ciety regardless of whether you

The original painting
by David Jagger

Illustrated here is the follow
through of the 20c value of the
designs suggested by the Guatemala Boy Scouts Assn. to the government for the five postage
stamps issued March 3, 1966.
It is interesting to note that
while some changes have been
made in details, the basic design
has remained.

The designer's sketch

The founder of the Boy Scouts,
Robert Baden - Powell is included
for the design of the highest value. Since the 50th anniversary of
scouting in 1957 a total of 18 different countries has honored this
man who conceived the idea of the
Boy Scouts in 1907. The movement has since been adopted by

At all national and international Jamborees where Scouts camp
together, there are "swap-fests"
of Scout stamp collectors.
The Twelfth World Scout Jamboree and the first one in the United States will be held this next
summer in Farragut State Park,
Idaho August 1-9.
Our convention will be Sunday
afternoon August 6, at 2 p. m.,
and we are hoping for a U. S.
commemorative stamp to honor
the Jamboree with first day covers canceled at the camp.
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This cover with penciled date of November 17, 1918 bears a copy
of the 20h. red Czech Scout with the rare third type (oval) cancellation. It is addressed to "Member of the National Committee".

Several overprints exist on these
stamps which are not so well
known. The first, shown in Figure
3, has a crown above the shield
and above all are the words
''PROVISO RN! CESKOLOVENSKA
VLADA" ("Provisional Issue"),
known on the 10h.

Some Notes On The
1918 Czech Scout Stamps
Lester A. Behnke
While there is a considerable amount of information available to
collectors of Scout Stamps regarding the 1918 Czech Scout stamps,
there are several varieties which are not so well known.
It is common knowledge that the stamps were issued between
November 7 and 15, 1918 with actual use only between November 7 and
25. These were in two denominations; the 10 haleru in shades of blue
and the 20h. in shades of red.
Both were later overprinted in a recent publication from
"Prijezd Presidenta Masaryka" Czechoslovakia covering all of the
for use on one day only - De- forgeries from this country.
cember 21, 1918 - for the arrival The Czech Scout stamps do not
of President Masaryk in Prague exist in pairs or blocks as they
were printed singly from a single
(600 pairs only).
Three different cancellations die. The stamp impression also
were used on the regular stamps: cut the stamp from the paper with
the circle with the letters " N.V.", a colored edge. Postcards were isthe circle with the words " POSTA sued in a limited quantity in the
SKAUTA, PRAHA, 1918" and a 10h. value only.
penciled date, and the scarcer
oval cancellation with the words
" NARODNI VYBOR, CESKOSLOVENSKY, V PRAZE".
This was only used on letters
originating from the headquarters
of the National Committee for Liberation.
A fourth circular cancellation
with
"PRESIDIUM
MINISTERSKE RADY REPUBLIKY
CESKOSLOVENSKE" was used
on December 21, 1918.
Trial color proofs exist in many
shades (17 different of the 10h. Figure 1 shows a portion of a
and 21 of the 20h. in the author's stamp with the so-called "negcollection). Double paper varieties ative" perforation through the cenare in existence as well as three ter of the stamp which is actually
different forgeries of the 10h. and the mating portion of the paper
one of the 20h.
which is cut off from the left side
Forgeries also exist of the Ma- of the stamp die.
saryk overprint. These forgeries
Figure 2 shows one of the few
are well illustrated and described impressions made after the die

Figures 4 and 5 above and 3 constitute the "$64,000 question" in
the author's collection. He is interested in learning facts about
the printer(s), quantities issued, and general background of the
overprints both with and without the crown atop the shield.

The 10h. and 20h. also exist with
an overprint having the same
wording and shield but without
the crown above the shield, as
shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Detailed information regarding
the printer, quantities issued and
any other background material on
the overprints shown in Figures 3,
4 and 5 will be most welcome.
Questions on any of the above
items will be gladly answered.
The author's address is Box 144,
Western Springs, Ill. 60558.
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How I Buy Scout Stamps
John W. Owen
Though I have collected Scout stamps for only six years, I learned
fast that if my pocket book was going to survive, I had to learn
the control of the purse strings. To this day, I am still learning. Of
course, my age and the income I receive have determined the technique I use, as I am only 19 years old and the income I receive is
that which I make myself.
I have had advice from older Of course, for overall protection
collectors and help from different and money saving in the long run
friends and collectors, and I have for the future issues, you should
had an outline of procedure to fol- buy through a new issue dealer who
low in the purchasing of Scout is- gives good service at a respectsues for my collection.
able price.
Experience is the best teacher
and though I have drawn on it from
other people, I have devised my
own "system" or "plan of hunt"
to secure what I have needed or
wanted. Thus far, the following outline I have sought to persue.
First, by keeping a tab on stamp
newspapers and journals I have
drawn up a price range for all
Scout issues.
Past purchases, the dealer('s)
purchased from and their addresses and the dates of purchase(s) help also; when a good
price on a particular needed item
appears, I ask the dealer the condition of the issue or have it sent
on approval for personal examination.
Then I decide whether to purchase it by checking my pocketbook, observing the scarcity of the
issue at the moment and by seeing
if the condition of the material is
what I now can afford.
A second way I look for a good
buy is to see what Scout issue(s)
I need, then make a list of reputable dealers with whom I have
dealt before and ask them to quote
me their prices, mint or used,
sometimes both, and the condition
of said issue.
After scoping the results of the
dealers' "bids", I choose one who
I think will supply my needs best
within the price range scale I have
prepared and either buy the item
then or ask for it on approval to
insure a good purchase.
Many times I have followed this
plan with success and pleasure I
would say that both plans of scanning the stamp periodicals and taking dealer's prices has produced
even or near equal results.
Like every collector, I have been
stuck or held up by wild purchases,
but my better buying has far outweighed the mi.stakes. At the present it would be hard to say the
amount of money that I have
saved, but from the price ranges
I've seen advertised, it does add
up pretty fast.
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